PORTABLE ELECTRIC HEATER
Portable heat for truckmount and portable extractors

PORT-A-HEAT II
Item# PFPH2

BOOSTED HEAT, BOOSTED RESULTS

The Port-A-Heat Deluxe provides 212° F heat for deep cleaning carpets. Designed to be used with any extractor, the Port-A-Heat can add power to your portable or a boost to your truckmount. Our unique heating element uses less power and heats more water than other portable heaters for hotter water while conserving vital amperage.

- Powerful 1650 watt heater instantly heats water to 212° F
- Unique heating element provides more efficient heating than ordinary heater, preserving amperage and reducing heating time
- Rugged steel case and durable powder coating provide years of service
- Uses standard 1/4” quick disconnect fittings for use with most common carpet extractors